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One Mental Lexicon, PhonologicallyArranged:Commentson Hurford'sComments
Anne Cutler, David A. Fay

In our 1977 article, "Malapropismsand the Structure of the Mental Lexicon", we
concluded that the word substitution error data which we had described "provided
evidence for the existence of but one mental lexicon, and for the organizationof the
entries in the lexicon according to phonological properties" (p. 517). Hurford (1981)
offers a critique of the 1977 article; however, his quarrelis not with these conclusions,
but with our furthersuggestions about the natureof the phonologicalorganizationwithin
the lexicon. We proposed that words were simply arrangedin terms of phonological
similarityon a left-to-rightbasis, so that any word's nearest neighboris the word which
sounds most like it left-to-right. Our basis for this suggestion was the fact that malapropisms(word substitutionerrorswhich are unrelatedto the intendedword in meaning,
but very like it in sound) resemble theirtargetwords most stronglyin the initialportions;
we hypothesized that a malapropismarises when the languageproductiondevice mistakenly selects, instead of the intended word, its nearest neighborin the lexicon.
Hurford offers a convincing demonstrationthat the malapropismand target pairs
tend to be more alike than would be predicted by chance at other points in the word
than in the initial portions.1We are in no doubt that the regularitiesto which he points
Preparationof this remarkwas supported(for the first author)by a grant from the Science Research
Council. Thanksto Dennis Norris for useful discussions on lexical models.
' Hurfordreportshis analysis in the form of a 2-by-2table in which the rows representthe malapropism
and pseudo-errorcorpus, respectively, the columns the numberof matchedand mismatchedsegments after
the departurepoint. He reportsthe statisticalsignificanceof this distributionin termsof the x2statistic, using
the formula(A - D)2/A+ D, where A and D are two cells in a 2-by-2 matrix.This test, logically identicalto
the CochranQ test, is known as the McNemartest for the significanceof changes (McNemar(1969, 261);
Siegel (1956, 63)) and is intendedfor use in comparinga binarydistribution(pass-fail; match-mismatch)under
two conditions. The two cells on which the x2 formulais based are those which representdifferentvalues in
the two conditions, i.e. those which were matchedunderone condition, mismatchedunderthe other. Thus,
the matrixwhich Hurfords-houldhave reportedwas one in which the rows and columnsreportedthe match/
mismatchdistributionin the malapropismsand pseudo-errors,respectively;the matrixwhich he did reportis
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are indeed characteristicof malapropisms.The conclusions which Hurforddraws from
his observations are:
(a) Malapropismsand targets are alike not only in their initial portions but at both
extremities.
(b) It is not the case that words are arrangedin the mental lexicon by left-to-right
phonemic structure.
(c) Words with derivational suffixes are listed in the lexicon intact rather than as
stems to which affixes are attached by rule in speech production.
In these comments we would like to draw somewhat different implicationsfrom Hurford's further analysis of our data.
First, inspection of the corpus reveals that Hurford's"both extremities"hypothesis
is, like the hypothesis of "left side similarityonly", an underestimateof the phonological
correspondences between malapropismsand targets. The malapropismsresemble their
targets as much in the middle as at the end (e.g. deserved for diverged, miraculousfor
spectacular). To assess the implicationsof this, it is necessary to make quite clear how
Hurford's reanalysis of our data differs from our originalpresentation.We established
one on which it makes no sense to calculate McNemar'stest, since the entries in the cells, representingthe
matchesand mismatchesfor the two sets of errorsto the same targetsegments,are not independent.Moreover,
the two cells which he chose to enter into the calculationof x2 were malapropismmatchesand pseudo-error
mismatches;it is hardto imaginewhat a comparisonof these two values could be expected to show. For the
record, we have carried out the analysis which Hurfordshould have done (we are gratefulto Hurfordfor
makinghis pseudo-errorcorpus availableto us). We reportthis revised analysis in table (i).
Table (i)

Numberof segments
Malapropisms
Match Mismatch
Match
106
31
Pseudo-errors
Mismatch
137
251
Withcorrectionfor continuity,x2(1) = [(137- 31)- 1]2/137 + 31 - 65.63, p < .001. Similarly,Hurford'ssecond
table-the same analysis based only on those examplesin which neithermalapropismnor targetwas suffixed
(Hurfordreportsfinding61 such pairs, but we found only 60)-- should be replacedby table (ii).
Table (ii)

Numberof segments
Malapropisms
Match Mismatch
9
12
Match
Pseudo-errors
36
79
Mismatch
Here, X2(l) = 11.02, p < .001. These values should be substitutedfor those reportedby Hurford.It will be
noted that the total numberof segments that we have tallied differs slightlyfrom Hurford'stotal. This could
result from the fact that in our analysis affricateswere counted as one segmentratherthan two, or it could
be that in some cases Hurfordchose an inappropriatetranscription,perhapsone which did not allow for the
fact that the majorityof the errorswe reportedwere committedby speakersof AmericanEnglish.
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the obvious phonological similaritybetween malapropismand target by example alone.
Later in the article we comparedthe malapropism-targetpairswith a set of semantically
related word substitution errors and their targets. For each pair, we located the point
at which (counting from the beginningof the word) the target and error departedfrom
identity, and comparedthe distinctive feature markingof the segments at this departure
point. Thus, for divergence versus diversion the segments at the departurepoint are
Li]and [z], which differ on only one feature. The modal numberof features on which
the segments at the departurepoint differedwas much lower for the malapropismsthan
for the semantic errors; on the basis of this, we argued that phonological similarityin
the mental lexicon was defined by distinctive feature correspondence(assumingleft-toright arrangementof words by phonological similarity).As indirect evidence in favor
of the left-to-right hypothesis, we noted that (a) the vowels in the first syllables of
malapropismsand targets were alike significantly more often than the vowels in the
stressed syllables; (b) a distinctivefeature analysis on the departurepoint countingfrom
the end of the word revealed no differencebetween the set of malapropismsand the set
of semantic errors.
It is clear that the very nature of our analysis prevented us from taking account of
the similaritiesbetween errorand targetwhich lay between the points of departurefrom
identity counting from the left and from the right, however obvious these similarities
might have been (the vowel in bleedlbreathe, for example, or the second and third
syllables of miraculouslspectacular).
Hurford's analysis was of a different kind. He constructed a pseudo-errorcorpus
in which the features most characteristicof malapropisms-correspondence to the target
in grammaticalcategory, initial phonological segments, numberof syllables, and stress
pattern-were held constant.2 Thus, the pseudo-errorfor breathe was bet (real error
bleed); the pseudo-errorfor spectacular was irrational(real errormiraculous).Hurford
then simply tallied the numberof segments on which the targets correspondedwith the
malapropismsand the pseudo-errors,respectively, to the rightof the point of departure
from identity. Note that this does not mean that additionalsimilaritiesbetween malapropism and target which are revealed by this analysis will of necessity occur at the
rightwardextremity of the word, since if the departurepoint occurs early-as it does
in bleedlbreathe and miraculouslspectacular-the pseudo-erroranalysis will embrace
the end, the middle, and possibly all or part of the beginningof the word. In fact, it is
clear that Hurford's analysis covers more than the rightwardextremity from the very
fact that for the 156 target words in the Fay and Cutler corpus there are a total of 272
segments occurring before the departurepoint, but approximatelytwice as many after
it. Thus, on average Hurford'sanalysis embraces nearly two-thirdsof the target word.
The importanceof this point is that Hurford'sargumentin favor of the unanalyzed
2

In constructinghis corpus in this manner,Hurfordconcedes that malapropismsresembletheir$argets
stronglyin the initial portions.
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Table 1
Number of correspondingsegments

Match
Pseudo-errors
Mismatch

Malapropisms
Match
Mismatch
12
3
32
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listing of derived words rests upon the right-extremityclaim. His argumentis as follows:
1. If malapropismsand their targets resemble each other at each extremity and if
derived words are listed in the lexicon in their base form (i.e. without suffixes), then
right-extremityresemblances could be due merely to coincidence of suffix.
2. Right-extremityresemblancesare not due merelyto coincidence of suffix because
nonderived targets also show significantlymore post-departurepoint correspondences
with the malapropismsthan with the pseudo-errors.
3. Therefore, suffixed words are not listed in the lexicon in their base form.
Clearly this is not a valid argument as it stands. To make it work, it would be
necessary to show (a) that malapropismsresemble their targets at each extremityand
not in the middle, and (b) that derived malapropism-targetpairs are not alike in the
middle (i.e. at the end of their base). To assess the validity of these hypotheses, we
examined 53 malapropism-targetpairs which had been excluded from Hurford's nonderived subset of the data. In each pair, both malapropismand target bore derivational
suffixes; examples are photogenic for photographic, participate for precipitate. We
carried out the same analysis as Hurfordhad performed,using Hurford'spseudo-error
corpus as comparison.3That is to say, we counted the numberof segments in the target
to the right of the departurepoint which were matchedby segments in the malapropism
and the pseudo-error, respectively; but in this case our analysis did not include the
derivationalsuffix. Thus, for photogeniclphotographiclphotostatic(malapropism/target/
pseudo-error)the sections to be compared(excludingthe beginningup to and including
the departurepoint, and excluding the suffix) were [en], [rnfl, and [tat], respectively;
the sections were [rtisip],[csipit], and [roembjul],
for participatelprecipitatelperambulate
respectively. The result of this analysis is given in table 1. This differenceis statistically
significant;x2(1) = 22.4, p < .001. Thus, it can be seen that once againthe malapropisms
have significantlymore segments in common with the target words after the departure
3 This is not to say that we have no reservationsabout Hurford'spseudo-errorcorpus. A numberof his
examples do not in fact matchthe targeton the dimensionswhich he claimsto have controlled,and many are
of such low frequencyof occurrence(e.g. Mozarab,luff, hopsacking,jennet, amyloid)that it is doubtfulthat
they form part of the English vocabularyrepresentedin the mentallexicons of speakerssuch as those from
whom our errorexamples are drawn.
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point than do Hurford'spseudo-errors.In fact, the malapropism-targetcorrespondences
in the base of the 53 suffixed words analyzed here are rather more striking than the
correspondences in the 60 nonsuffixed words mentionedin footnote 1; it could thus be
suggested that this fact provides evidence that suffixed words are indeed listed in the
lexicon in their base form, the additionalcorrespondencesdue to suffix overlap being
purely coincidental. However, we do not wish to take a position on the question of
storage of derived words here, merely to demonstratethat Hurford's argumentabout
the storage of derived words is invalid. For future discussion of this issue, though, we
draw the reader's attention to the following points:
1. There is considerableindependentevidence, both experimentaland from speech
errors, that speakers have internalizedknowledge about the morphologicalstructureof
words. (See for example Stanners et al. (1979);Cutler (1980);Fay (in press).)
2. Some recent evidence suggests that affixed words may be listed in the mental
lexicon both in their base form and in their full form (a relevant experimentis Stanners
et al. (1979); see Cutler (in press) for a review).
Finally, let us consider whether Hurford'sdata are, as he claims, evidence against
the left-to-rightphonological organizationof entries in the mental lexicon. In fact, it is
quite possible to constructa hypotheticalmodel in which left-to-rightlexical arrangement
is preserved, but in which malapropismscould nevertheless exhibit similarityto their
targets at all points. Consider a system of the following sort: at the point at which the
production device terminates its semantically determined search for a word, it finds,
not the actual lexical entry for the word, but rather its address. This address is an nplace expression in which each place can have m possible values (where m equals,
perhaps, the number of phonemes in English), specifying a location in a list of words
arrangedstrictly by left-to-rightphonologicalorder. The address is not arbitrary,but is
instead a direct function of the phonologicalstructureof the word. Malapropismsarise
when the production device makes a mistake in reading off the address and proceeds
to an erroneous location. This system could account for the characteristicsof malapropisms in the following ways:
1. The system is extremely efficient. It rarely makes mistakes, and when it does
err, it generallyerrs on only one place-getting the whole addressmixed up is something
that happens only in cases of extreme pathology. (Randomword substitutions,in which
the errorhas no semantic, phonological,or contextualrelationto the target, hardlyever
happen in normal speakers, but do occur in certain cases of languagedisturbance.)
2. The address is read from left to right, and for some reason, perhaps as a result
of increasing memory load, the probabilityof error increases the furtherone goes into
the word; that is, the beginningis highly likely to be right, and if an error occurs it is
more likely to occur towards the end of the word. (Althoughmalapropismsand targets
are alike all throughthe word, they are significantlymore alike in the first half than in
the second half of the word. The reader is invited to check this by constructing a
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phonological representationof the malapropismsand their targets (listed in Fay and
Cutler (1977)) and dividing each representationarbitrarilyat the midpoint.The number
of matched segments in comparisonwith mismatchedsegments before the midpointis
significantlygreater than after the midpoint-p < .001.)
3. Although errors are most likely to occur towardsthe end of words, it can happen
that an earlier part of the address is misread. In this case, since the numericalvalue of
the address is not arbitrary,but directly reflects the word's phonologicalstructure,the
error will be a word which sounds like the target in all respects but the beginning(spell
for tell) or the middle (onion for oven).

4. Again, since the value of an address is not arbitrary,many possible addresses
will correspondto unfilledslots in the list. Whenthe productiondevice errs on one place
of the target address, it may well proceed to an address which does not correspondto
an existing word. The procedure in this instance would be to pick the nearest word to
the erroneous address. This could result in errorswhich are differentfrom the target at
two points (miraculous for spectacular).

Of course, this model is in many ways ad hoc; the point of presentingit here is that
it embodies left-to-rightlisting and yet is compatible with Hurford's results. The fact
that such a model can be constructed implies that nothing in Hurford's results would
force one to abandon the left-to-righthypothesis.
Thus, we have shown in these comments that none of Hurford'sthree conclusions
follows from his reanalysisof the malapropismdata. However, althoughthe implications
of his data are not as he suggests, Hurfordhas provided a valuable demonstrationthat
the malapropism-target pairs are in fact more alike than Fay and Cutler originally
claimed. In doing this, he has strengthened our original conclusion that the mental
lexicon has a primary organization in terms of phonological properties; and, as we
originally argued, this phonologically organized lexicon is the one and only lexicon
available to the languagecomprehensionand productiondevices.
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On the DifferencebetweenEatingandEatingSomething:ActivitiesversusAccomplishments
Anita Mittwoch

1. Classical TG derived (1) from (2) by a deletion transformation(Katz and Postal (1964,
81ff.)).
(1) John ate.
(2) John ate something.
Bresnan (1978) treats (1) as syntactically intransitive but functionally transitive and
captures the semantic relationshipbetween (1) and (2) by a lexical mappingrule:
(3) eat: V, [
[

NP], NP1 EAT NP2
],3y,NP1EATy

Fodor and Fodor (1980) point out that eat and eat something are not equivalent in
combination with other quantifiersor in opaque contexts (the same is true for other
verbs that behave like eat):
(4) a.
b.
(5) a.
b.

Everybody ate something.
Everybody ate.
Bill believes that John ate something.
Bill believes that John ate.

In (4a) and (5a) something can have narrowor wide scope but in (4b) and (5b) the implicit
pronouncan have only the narrowscope reading.Fodor and Fodor accordinglypropose
that the inference from (1) to (2) should be capturedneither on the syntactic nor on the
functional level, on both of which eat without an object would be intransitive,and that
I wish to thankJohn Lyons and an anonymousreaderfor commentson an earlierversion of this remark,
and my colleagues MarkStein and JosephTaglichtfor manyfruitfulsuggestionsand for painstakingcriticism.
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